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Eduvim
Founded in 2008, Eduvim is a University Press that aims at the
production of good-quality and diverse content. Its distinguishing
feature is the contribution to bibliodiversity based on a plurality policy
that offers a wide variety of editions and that promotes different ideas
and collections. This variety ranges from philosophy to contemporary
Argentinean literature as well as the classics of universal poetry, and
more recently, the innovation through its own edition of e-books,
paying always attention to the different audiences, readers and users.
Rights
We have availability of translation and adaptation rights of our
titles –both academic and cultural– to different formats. We seek for
innovative selling, transference and co-edition methods that contribute
to a wider and universal circulation of our authors and our publishing
house.
Foreign Trade
Eduvim catalogue includes a variety of titles that can result interesting
not only in Argentina and Latin America. In fact, we publish texts
in Spanish, English, Italian and Portuguese, which reflects that our
marketing policy is oriented towards every market where our texts
may find readers. We work with our own distribution system or with
associated distributors in several Latin American countries and in the
rest of the world.

Postales de Río
Martín Doria

It is still heard that nonsense about “truth being stranger than fiction”.
When I finished reading Postcards from Río, I knew that I had –from
that moment on– something to face that commonplace that denies
those sewers in which love wallows, in which it shreds and devour
the bodies. In which only the best literature sheds its daylight, and
p. 180
dynamites all gloom. Luna is a doctor of violent midnights, of gagged
21x13 cm
978-987-1868-54-4 screams, of standing deaths claiming to be loved. He doesn´t descend
to hells to find himself –he knows it’s impossible– but to get away from
the certainty of the vacuum. With a gloomy beauty, Martin Doria tells
us a love story. It touches, it provokes, it suffocates and lights up the
necessary fires. He tenses the reader´s vigil until he turns this desolate
urban chronicle into a journey to the end of the night that Céline would
not denied it. / Guillermo Orsi

No llores, hombre duro
Mariano Quirós

p. 128
21x13 cm
978-987-6990-86-8

Award winning novel at the Azabache Festival 2013
“When did heat, death and stink become so funny? How did we start
laughing ourselves to death? Who knows… Let´s say it´s one of Quirós´
effects. Another is, undoubtedly, the impossibility to stop reading him,
the desire to keep listening that unmistakable voice that drags us from
the very first word”. / Pablo Black
“An original approach of detective literature developed with a concise,
clear and persuasive style. Don’t Cry, Tough Guy inherits the best of that
jewel named Black River, his previous and also award winning novel”.
/ Miguel Ángel Molﬁno.

Caza Mayor
Javier Chiabrando

Pierino Baldacci, an Italian immigrant, travels around Argentina selling
clothes. He is only distracted in the face of a good hunt. The rest of the
time he is a common man who frequents a bar where they talk about
soccer, women, and car racing. Although he also does something else.
Pierino Baldacci is a Nazi hunter.
p. 100
In this police story, the author, Javier Chiabrando, combines fiction
21x13 cm
978-987-1724-69-8 and history of a not so distant Argentina, where Nazis like Eichmann
lived peacefully until a small detail, a coincidence, dragged them to
the scaffold.

La soledad del mal
Horacio Convertini
First prize winning novel at the Azabache Festival in 2012.
Prize Memorial Silverio Cañadas XXVI Black Week of Gijón 2013
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“We decided for it after we agreed on the maturity of the work, that
could be regarded as canon of the genre in a short time. This is a novel
deprived of sensationalism, deep as the deadly relationship that the
main character establishes with their victims”. / Guillermo Orsi
“A precise language of high literary quality allows the author to reflect
on painful aspects of the human condition, without affecting the
development of the action. This requires a lot of skill. No doubt the best
written novel”. / Lucio Yudicello

Chicos que vuelven
Mariana Enriquez

p. 70
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978-987-1727-21-6
Right Sold:
Verlag Hans Schiler
(Germany)
Montacerdos
(Chile)

Mechi is a clerk at the Administration and Participation Center of
Chacabuco Park where she must keep and update the files of lost and
missing kids in the city of Buenos Aires. A monotonous job has to be
carried out in an office located under the highway. Until something
unexpected happens: Vanadis, a girl Mechi had been particularly
interested in because of her beauty and strange name, and who had
disappeared when she was 14, reappears one day. And she will be the
first of a list of kids to return after having been absent for many years.
Though there is a particular detail: these children reappear exactly in
the same conditions –same age, same physical traits and even the
same clothes they were wearing the day they disappeared.

La Moza
Sergio Gaiteri

A bunch of more or less gray characters is enough for Sergio Gaiteri,
as for Carver, to tell a story, to tell us about something that could
happen to any of us. Written in the first person, La Moza is a text where
the narrator succumbs to a vain purpose: that of understanding an
incomprehensible situation. And although he is fully conscious of this
p. 68
impossibility from the start, he nonetheless decides to inquire about
22x14 cm
978-987-1727-12-4 his situation and that of his family’s, because he is interested in the
multiple meanings unfolded in writing, and in the power of words that
help us face our routine.

Medianera
Leandro Ávalos Blacha

p. 92
22x14 cm
978-987-1727-53-7

With a blunt and metaphorical language, the author tells four stories
in this book: a jailer in love with her prisoner has to manage to save
him from his wife’s dexterity with arms; an undefeated fighter faces a
test no one has yet overcome; a scientist devoted to head-shrinking
tries to train a girl who only eats human flesh; and a doll that has been
thrown away by a boy in a vacant space sets off a series of prodigies
and metamorphoses.

Right Sold:
Asphalte (France)

Soja en las banquinas
Adrián Savino

p. 60
22x14 cm
978-987-1868-34-6

In Soja en las banquinas Adrián Savino delicately builds an emotional
state of affairs, with the rudimentary tools that an inland Argentine
town dedicated to agriculture presupposes -geographically and
socially. He also portrays the internal climate moderated by the actions
of those living uncomfortably in the region, where the vital and the
mechanical issues clash and reconcile over and over again.

La mamacoca
Libertad Demitrópulos

p. 190
22x14 cm
978-987-6990-46-2

The novel focuses on the development of a mafia power that
grows on the basis of the hidden bunkers´ building in the jungle, of
aircraft fleets to transport cocaine, of a network of complicity and
bribes. La mamacoca finds a shelter in a type of writing distinct from
costumbrismo and the testimonial register. Nevertheless, it becomes
in a document of fictional search that explores the more hidden and
marginal dimensions of reality, not only because their operational
mechanism live in the underground and crime, but also because their
characters and illegal machinery take place at the most remote sites;
far from the most important and visible centers of national politics. /
Nora Domínguez

Punto atrás
Paula Wajsman

The Woman has decided to return to a nation that has been dismantled,
a society that does not allow her to keep her habit of buying books
because they are no longer accessible to her pocket. Even the ones
that are circulating, in his opinion, "would not stand a rereading".
She gradually loses touch with her friends and her yanqui husband.
p. 366
She assumes everyday life with Hortensia's family, she creates with
22x14 cm
978-987-1868-97-1 each one of the "Poles" a bond that can be read as the search for a
simulation of gender, language or poetry community amid the disease
that has declared as war. / Susana Rodríguez

Obra completa
Andrea Rabih
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Andrea Rabih was too good of a writer to be distracted from their work
by their own suffering, and she treats these texts not as an expression
of pain or as a goodbye letter; least of all as an emotional blackmail
to future readers, but as stories: pure and independent verbal objects,
which must affect and amaze their readers by themselves, without
reference to their life or other external circumstances. There is not a
single line in them that should be excused in the name of physical pain,
grief, fear or urgency. It challenges us to find in these texts a single trait
of self-compassion or indulgence. I think that the ideal reader of these
stories should be as fierce as her. It's the least she deserves. / Carlos
Gamerro

Dos veranos
Elvira Orphée

p. 186
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Elvira Orphée has created a rare book, a true picture of provincial
life in the northwest Argentina which, rather than inform about it, it
takes us there, it makes us know its deepest qualities (total absence
of local color, by any chance a gadget for tourists), we feel, with the
highest possible intensity, the local soul (not the color); it convinces
us that what happens can only happen there, even though this region
be completely unknown for us. People and landscapes, with minimal
description, are as obvious as the Russian steppe or the London suburb
in the good literature of those lands. And, of course, as in the good
literature of all latitudes, a man... a little man, a homeless and blackish
boy, suffers torments and anguish of a universal dimension.

Estado y Sociedad Civil
Elizabeth Theiler

p. 262
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978-987-1868-50-6

This study aims to provide a diachronic view on the relationships
between political participation of civil society, its channels and the
characteristics of participation according to the political scenario. It
explores an era of expansion of the Non Governmental Organizations
(NGO) in the times of neoliberal governments and a strong presence of
state promoted by the new Latin American tendencies towards more
centralized governments. The work seeks to expand the theoretical,
empirical and legislative perspective of the existing frameworks
on integration theories, and the new actors in the international and
globalised scenario.

Fuera de Cuadro
Ximena Triquell
Santiago Ruiz

p. 210
20x14 cm
978-987-1727-65-0

The articles that are included in this book propose the reflection upon
the conditions by which certain social representations are produced,
accepted and reproduced through photographic and audio-visual
discourses. Paradoxically, it is the “marginal” property of these
discourses that enables the reflection on the workings of the game of
representations in general.

La desaparación a diario
Estela Schindel

p. 382
20x14 cm
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What did Argentineans read on newspapers while disappearances
were carried out? Can the social conditions that made them possible
be identified in the press? In what way was death trivialized and
were the so-called subversive stigmatized in society so as to prevent
a feeling of indignation during the extermination? How were they
collectively disappeared even before their kidnapping and murder?
This book contains a thorough examination of the press during state
terrorism and describes its daily support to the “invisible” massacre of
forced dissapearance. At the same time, it also helps to comprehend
the dominant climate in Argentine society during the dictatorship and
the representations and social imaginary that impregnate the most
influent newspapers in the public opinion formation process. The result
is an analysis of the social operations that weaved an indifference
fabric towards the victims and introduced the spectral figure of
disappearance supported by journalism routinization.

Cartas
Alejandra Pizarnik / León Ostrov
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Alejandra Pizarnik began a psychoanalytic therapy with León Ostrov
at the age of 18. Treatment was interrupted after a year, but the deep
interest on philosophy and literature shared by both led to a friendship
that was strengthened during the years in which Alejandra lived in
France (1960-1964).
From this period dates the main part of the letters collected in this
book, so far unpublished. In them, the poet recounts her experience
of Parisian life, the new relationships she established (with Simone de
Beauvoir, Julio Cortázar, Marguerite Duras, Octavio Paz, André Pieyre
of Mandiargues, Eduardo Jonquières), but fundamentally the profound
terrors and anguish that she experienced at the most devastating
moments of depression.
This edition includes a Dossier with facsimile reproductions of the
originals of this correspondence.

Los pibes. Historias del encierro
Laura Caime
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978-987-6990-37-0

“I saw them. They were shooting to the insane patients who walked
across the yard from the thatch-roof of the prison and mental asylum.
Their bodies of hate. The guns in his hands trembled as if they were
hunting birds. I saw their big black shoes crunch in a deadly way,
going from one side of the cornices to the other. Remorseless laughter
generated by fear.”
The Kids is the evidence of a work done through the word in the prison
and mental asylum in a reformatory of the city of Buenos Aires. Inside
these places, the stories of the lives of the people who participated in
this experience are woven, as well as their future in and out of prison.

Bailar en San Antonio
Florencia Páez / Natalia Díaz / Claudio Díaz

p. 220
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978-987-6990-20-2

One day of December, 1991, in a small town of the mountains of
Córdoba, a group of artists together with the local community gave
birth to the National Cultural Meeting of San Antonio de Arredondo.
Based on community work and with no commercial goals, this is a
self-managed meeting that has taken place every year since then.
Even today, in such an individualist society, it is a note-worthy fact that
seems to be against the dominant logic of social relations. During four
days, thousands of people gather in order to share every aspects of life.
During those days, they camp, cook, work and eat together. Apart from
that, they also share music, dances, craft-made productions, cultural
workshops, photographs, videos.
Through the testimonies of the participants and their own experiences,
the authors of this book propose an exploration on these particular
practices, trying to consider the ways of thinking and feeling that make
those practices meaningful.
This book includes the CD “Singing in San Antonio” containing 18
songs interpreted by Dúo Coplanacu, Paola Bernal, Los nietos de Don
Gauna, Sombra y Toro, Gustavo Patiño, among others.

Argirópolis
Domingo F. Sarmiento

p. 124
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978-987-1868-32-2

We proposed to read Argirópolis as a revealing book of a change of
paradigm in the economic and strategic thinking which had been
taken place in the 19th Century: the radical change of perspective from
mainland to navigation. According to Sarmiento, the struggle between
barbarism and civilization coincides with a war between land and
sea, between hinterland and the coast, between inland and “riverside
cities”, between the confinement of the nation and the transnational
ties. He perceived, on one hand, the telluric forces of the wild hunters,
and on the other, the maritime forces of navigators and civilized
merchants.

Obras escogidas
Florencio Sánchez

p. 222
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978-987-1868-44-5

Born in Uruguay, Florencio Sanchez was, apart from an active journalist
who was part of the political field of his times, a relevant playwright.
He is considered a central personage of worldwide theater, and an
unavoidable milestone of the literature and ideas of the late 19th
Century and beginnings of the 20th in the Río de la Plata´s region. This
edition includes not only the rigorous preliminary notes made by Jorge
Lafforgue, but also plays such as M`hijo el dotor, La gente honesta, and
Canillita, among others.
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Soberania Popular e Razão Política
Onelio Trucco

p. 186
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978-987-1727-42-1

A questão em torno à constitução da soberania por o ‘todos’ originam,
cremos, três perguntas acerca do poder e seu uso legítimo: quem,
como, por quê. Parecenos que circundante dessas três perguntas, em
uma trama de diferenciações e matizes que formam uma rede muito
dispersa, se seguem, articulando as respostas com que as diversas
posições em filosofia política tentam compor a diversidade com a
unidade. A ideia de democracia moderna nasce com uma suspeita sobre
a sua viabilidade. Rousseau é quem primeiro formula essa precaução
como problema central, Hegel a refina e Marx a radicaliza. Desde então
seguem uma sucessão de interrogantes que perduram até nossos dias.
Neste livro, trataremos de desenvolver uma articulação entre essas
questões na atualidade tendo como alvo a noção de soberania popular,
mediante a confrontação de três posições acerca da democracia e a
medida da razão política. Nos referimos a posições de J. Habermas,
J. Rawls e C. Taylor, quais sejam, a democracia procedimental de
cunho deliberativo, o liberalismo político e o comunitarismo afim à
modernidade.

The Two Princes
Alejandro Groppo

p. 326
20x14 cm
978-987-1518-18-0

This book presents an innovative study comparing the political
emergence of Juan D. Perón in Argentina and Getulio Vargas in
Brazil. The author argues, in contrast with the dominant comparative
literature, that both processes were fundamentally different. Groppo
tackles the study of Peronism and Varguism in their formative years,
not directly but obliquely; that is, from the set of diverse responses and
reactions these two leaders of the mid-twentieth century provoked in
different social actors.

Brazilian Subjectivity Today
Compiled by Szilvia Simai and Derek Hook

p. 178
20x14 cm
978-987-1727-90-2

The emerging field of psychosocial studies involves a confluence of
disciplines for which the fantasies, repressions and cultural practices
underlying national identity represents a crucial research focus.
This book presents a psychosocial portrayal of Brazil’s arrival on the
international stage in the economic boom of the run-up to its hosting
of the 2014 World Cup and the 2016 Olympic Games. It argues that a
contemporary representation of Brazilian subjectivity is best enabled
through an interdisciplinary perspective. Five key themes –to be
explored in all their contradictions and ambivalence– structure the
book: fantasies of the nation; xenophobia and denial; Brazilian cultural
practice; transnational mobility; and gender, race and Brazilian identity.

Human Rights Movement an Discourse
Mercedes Barros

p. 282
20x14 cm
978-987-1727-88-9

This book accounts for the process of emergence and constitution of
the human rights movement and discourse during the last military
dictatorship in Argentina. Central to this account is the contention
that the movement’s emergence and constitution should not be
understood as a necessary or as a natural response to the atrocities
carried out by the last military regime, but instead as the result of a
contingent process of political articulation and as a response which
could have failed in its constitution and success. Thus, the appearance
of the human rights movement and discourse in the country can only
be understood in its full complexity if attention is given to this very
process of popular mobilisation and political articulation that took
place during 1976-1982.
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